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General Thoughts
Jerusalem is an important city for 3 diﬀerent monotheistic World religions (Judaism, Christianity
and Islam). I’m myself am not religious but the fact that so many people travel with a strong
consciousness to a place was one of the reasons why I choosed this city for my exchange.
Also the political situation was something that interests me.
Make sure to take care of your health insurance and visa at first (you need the confirmation from
the health insurance for the visa!) The Israelian Consulate in Germany is only located in Berlin and
Munich. It takes some time. Also remind yourself that Israel is a really expensive country. The
400€ from DAAD are a financial support but you have to have some savings to be able to cover all
the costs.
I booked my flight 2 weeks before the Oﬃcial Semester start to search a flat. I don’t have
facebook, that made it a bit complicated. I would recommend facebook or other social media to
get in contact with local people to find a flat! A friend who has some friends in Israel gave me the
number of a person and that was how I found my flat. It was in Musrara, a part of Jerusalem next
to the old city. I really recommend the area! Its also cheaper to buy food at the market at
Damaskus Gate than going to the Yehuda Market.

University
The Bezalel University Of Arts and Design is located on a hill with a beautiful view down the West
Jordanland. The courses to choose are a bit limited for non Hebrew speaking people, BUT from
my experience are the ones you can choose really good! If you are interested in Sound I can
recommend the class of Ohad Fishof. He is an excellent teacher and I learned a lot from him.
Also the Meeting Points are great. There you have one on one meetings with diﬀerent Professors.
They are intense but great.
I have to say that because of the pandemic my experience in the university was limited. I just
stayed three days at Bezalel before the lockdown started. The studies went online and I did my
classes via zoom. As everywhere it was a very special way to study, but my teachers did the best
out of it and it was an interesting experience.
All in all the class from Ohad Fishof was super inspiring and one of the most impressive things
that I experienced from this semester. He opened so many doors mind wise for me that still
aﬀects and will ever eﬀect the way how i’m working with sound.

Tipps where to go
Due to I only had 1,5 months in Israel and half of it I had to stay in lockdown, there is only one
place I’ve went to that I would deeply recommend : the Dead Sea! Its one of the most beautiful
places I’ve seen in my life!
_______________________________________________________________________________________
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